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Abstract. In this work we firstly study some important properties of fractional calculus for
interval-valued functions and introduce the concepts of upper and lower solutions for interval-
valued Caputo fractional differential equations. Then, we prove an existence result for interval-
valued Caputo fractional differential equations by use of the method of upper and lower solutions.
Finally several examples will be presented to illustrate our abstract results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let R.I / be the set of nonempty bounded, closed interval of R. The main purpose
of this paper is to introduce and investigate the following interval-valued differential
equation with fractional derivative operator of Caputo type ((IVCFDE), for short):
.IVCFDE/

CD˛t x.t/D f .t;x.t//; t 2 J WD Œ0;T ;
x.0/D x0; (1.1)
where 0 < ˛  1, CD˛t stands the Caputo fractional derivative for interval-valued
functions (see Definition 14 below), x W J ! R.I / , f 2 C.J R.I /IR.I // and
x0 2 R.I /, which will be be specified in Section 4. Interval analysis was intro-
duced as an attempt to handle interval (nonstatistical, non-probabilistic) uncertainty
which appears in many mathematical or computer models of some deterministic real-
world phenomena. The development has experienced a long historical time. The
first celebrated monograph which mainly dealt with interval analysis was written by
Moore [34]. With this monograph, it began a new era of applications to error ana-
lysis for digital computers and engineering problems. For more details, please, see
[3, 12, 15, 25, 33, 35–37] and the references therein.
Based on interval analysis, the concepts of integral and Hukuhara derivative (H-
derivative, for short) for set functions were introduced by Aumann [5] and Hukuhara
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[10], respectively. Recently, the interval valued differential equations and fuzzy dif-
ferential equations have began to be intensively studied (see, e.g., [6, 13, 16, 26–31,
38]). Plotnikova in [38] has studied a class of linear differential equations with -
derivative and linear differential inclusion; Abbas and Lupulescu [1] have invest-
igated and obtained some results about set functional differential equations. Ac-
cording to the concept of H-derivative, some new notions of derivatives for interval-
valued functions have been introduced, such as G-derivative, gH-derivative and -
derivative. It is known that, if the set of switching points is finite, then the notions of
G-differentiability, gH-differentiability and -differentiability will be coincided with
interval-valued functions (for more details, ones can refer to [6, 42]). In accordance
with this statement, we just consider the concept of gH-differentiability in this paper.
On the other hand, fractional differential equations (FDEs, for short) have be-
come more and more popular and importance due to their numerous applications
in many fields of science and engineering. Which involved in physics, population
dynamics, chemical technology, biotechnology, aerodynamics, electrodynamics of
complex mediums, polymer rheology, control of dynamical systems, etc. (see, e.g.,
[2, 8, 9, 14, 18–24, 47, 48]).
Although fractional calculus and interval-valued differential equations both are
playing important roles in our real life. Up to now, fractional calculus for inter-
val valued functions have just been studied by Lupulescu in [28] and the interval-
valued Caputo fractional differential equations have not yet been addressed. Based
on this motivation, the purpose of this paper is to develop properties of interval-
valued Caputo fractional derivative operator and theory of existence of solutions for
interval-valued Caputo fractional differential equation (1.1). Also, we believe that the
presented results will be useful for development about the theory of interval-valued
fractional differential equations and the relevant applications, such as, digital com-
puters.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some preliminaries
are provided. In Section 3, we shall introduce the concepts of fractional calculus for
interval-valued functions and present some important properties of partial order rela-
tionship ’LU ’. Furthermore, in Section 4, we prove the existence and uniqueness
results for interval-valued fractional integro-differential equations (IVFIE, for short)
by employing the method of upper and lower solutions and then obtain the existence
of solutions for (1.1). Finally, several examples will be illustrated.
2. PRELIMINARIES
LetR.I / be the space of nonempty bounded, closed interval of R. For any element
A of R.I /, we denote AD ŒaL;aU , here aL and aU stand for the lower and upper
bounds of A, respectively. Let AD ŒaL;aU , B D ŒbL;bU  2 R.I / and  2 R. The
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usual interval operations, i.e., well-known as Minkowski addition and scalar multi-
plication, are defined as follows
ACB D ŒaL;aU C ŒbL;bU D ŒaLCbL;aU CbU ;
and
AD ŒaL;aU D
8ˆ<ˆ
:
ŒaL;aU  if  > 0;
f0g if D 0;
ŒaU ;aL if  < 0;
respectively. Particularly, when D 1, which has
 A WD . 1/ AD . 1/  ŒaL;aU D Œ aU ; aL:
So, the Minkowski difference can be written as
A B D AC . 1/ B D ŒaL bU ;aU  bL:
In fact, based on Minkowski addition and scalar multiplication, R.I / merely con-
structs a quasi-linear space (more detail ones can refer to Markov [33] and Schneider
[40]). For AD ŒaL;aU  2R.I /, we define
kAk WDmaxfjaLj; jaU jg:
Then, it is easily to get that k  k is a norm of quasi-linear space R.I /, and therefore
.R.I /;C; ;k  k/ is a normed quasilinear space. At the same time, the Hausdorff–
Pompeiu distanceH WR.I /R.I /! RC WD Œ0;1/ will be defined by
H .A;B/DmaxfjaL bLj; jaU  bU jg; for any AD ŒaL;aU ;B D ŒbL;bU  2R.I /:
By the concept ofH , we readily obtain its properties as follows
H .A;B/D jjH .A;B/ for all  2 R;
H .ACC;BCC/DH .A;B/;
H .ACB;C CD/H .A;C /CH .B;D/:
Indeed, it is obviously that the Hausdorff metric H is associated with the norm k  k
by kAk DH .A;f0g/. Moreover, it follows from Li, Ogura and Kreinovich in [17],
which knows that .R.I /;H / is a complete, locally compact and separable metric
space.
For any A 2 R.I /, it can be seen AC . A/ ¤ 0 in general, thus the opposite
of A is not the inverse of A with respect to the Minkowski addition unless A D
fag is a singleton. To partially overcome this situation, the Hukuhara difference (or
H-difference see c.f. [10]) has been introduced as a set C , for which is A	B D
C if and only if A D B CC . The most important property of 	 is that A	A D
f0g; 8A 2R.I / and .ACB/	B D A; 8A;B 2R.I /. Despite, the H-difference is
unique, but it does not always exist, for exampleAD Œ1;2;B D Œ0;4, it is impossible
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C D Œ1; 2. In order to solve this problem, the generalized Hukuhara difference is
proposed in recently.
Definition 1 ([33, 41]). The generalized Hukuhara difference (or gH-difference)
of two intervals AD ŒaL;aU ; B D ŒbL;bU  2R.I / is defined as follows
A	gH B D ŒaL;aU 	gH ŒbL;bU 
D ŒminfaL bL;aU  bU g;maxfaL bL;aU  bU g: (2.1)
Remark 1. For any A D ŒaL;aU  2 R.I /, the width of A can be denoted by
w.A/ D aU   aL and the midpoint of A by m.A/ D aUCaL
2
. Then, (2.1) is equi-
valent to
A	gH B D
(
ŒaL bL;aU  bU ; if w.A/ w.B/
ŒaU  bU ;aL bL; if w.A/ < w.B/:
Hence, for any A;B;C 2R.I /, it has
A	gH B D C ,

A	B D C; if w.A/ w.B/
B	AD . C/ if w.A/ < w.B/:
,

AD BCC; if w.A/ w.B/
B D AC . C/ if w.A/ < w.B/:
andH .A;B/D kA	gH Bk.
Now, we shall recall some properties of gH-difference.
Proposition 1 ([32, 41]). Let A;B;C;D 2R.I /, ˛;ˇ 2 R and denote
W1 D

w.A/ w.C/

w.B/ w.D/

; W2 D

w.A/ w.B/

w.C/ w.D/

:
Then the following results hold
.i/ . A/	gH BD . B/	gH A
.ii/ .ACB/	gH .CCD/D

.A	gH C/C .B	gH D/; if W1  0;
.A	gH C/	gH . .B	gH D//; if W1 < 0;
.iii/ .A	gH B/C .C	gH D/
D
8<: .A	gH . C//	gH .B	gH . D//; if W1  0; W2 < 0;.A	gH . C//C .. B/	gH D/; if W1 < 0; W2 < 0;
.ACC/	gH .BCD/; if W2  0;
.iv/ .A	gH B/	gH .C	gH D/
D
8<: .A	gH C/	gH .B	gH D/; if W2  0; W1  0;.A	gH C/C . .B	gH D//; if W2  0; W1 < 0;
.AC . C//	gH .BC . D//; if W2 < 0;
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The function f W Œa;b!R.I /, which defined on Œa;b, is named to be an interval-
valued function, i.e., f .t/ is a closed interval in R for each t 2 Œa;b and can also be
written as f .t/D Œf L.t/;f U .t/, where f L and f U are two real valued functions
defined on Œa;b which satisfied f L.t/  f U .t/ for every t 2 Œa;b. In addition,
an interval-valued function f is called to be w-monotone, if real valued function
w.f .t//D f U .t/ f L.t/ is monotone.
Definition 2 ([32]). Let f W Œa;b! R.I / be an interval-valued function. Then
limt!t0 f .t/ exists, if and only if limt!t0 f L.t/ and limt!t0 f U .t/ exist as finite
numbers, i.e.,
lim
t!t0
f .t/D

lim
t!t0
f L.t/; lim
t!t0
f U .t/

:
Thus f is continuous if and only if f L and f U are both continuous.
Definition 3 ([41]). Let f;g W Œa;b!R.I / be two interval-valued functions, then
we define the interval-valued function f 	gH g W Œa;b!R.I / by
.f 	gH g/.t/ WD f .t/	gH g.t/; for all t 2 Œa;b:
Remark 2. By above definitions, we know that if there exist limt!t0 f .t/ D A ,
limt!t0 g.t/D B , then limt!t0.f 	gH g/.t/ exists, and
lim
t!t0
.f 	gH g/.t/D A	gH B:
Besides, it is well-known that if f and g are two continuous interval-valued functions
then f Cg, f;8 2 R and the single-valued function w.f .t// are continuous also
(more details we can refer to [32]).
Let C.Œa;bIR.I // be the set of continuous interval-valued functions from Œa;b
into R.I /. Then C.Œa;bIR.I // is a complete metric space with respect to the metric
HC .f;g/ WD kf 	gH gkC D sup
atb
H .f .t/;g.t//;
where f;g 2 C.Œa;bIR.I //.
Definition 4 ([32, 41]). Let f W Œa;b! R.I / be an interval-valued function and
t0 2 Œa;b. We define f 0.t0/ 2R.I / (provided it exists) as
f 0.t0/D lim
h!0
f .t0Ch/	gH f .t0/
h
:
The f 0.t0/ is called the generalized Hukuhara derivative (gH-derivative, for short) of
f at t0 2 Œa;b. Also, we define the left gH-derivative f 0 .t0/ 2 R.I / (provided it
exists) as
f 0 .t0/D lim
h!0 
f .t0Ch/	gH f .t0/
h
;
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and the right gH-derivative f 0C.t0/ 2R.I / (provided it exists) as
f 0C.t0/D lim
h!0C
f .t0Ch/	gH f .t0/
h
:
Saying that f is generalized Hukuhara differentiable (gH-differentiable, for short)
on Œa;b if f 0.t/ 2 R.I / exists at each point t 2 Œa;b. At the end points of Œa;b
only one sided gH-derivatives would be considered. The interval-valued function
f 0 W Œa;b!R.I / is then called the gH-derivative of f on Œa;b.
Next, let us recall some important properties about gH-differential of interval-
valued functions.
Theorem 1 ([32,41]). Let f W Œa;b!R.I / be such that f .t/D Œf L.t/;f U .t/; t 2
Œa;b. If the real valued functions f L and f U are both differential at t 2 Œa;b, then
f is gH-differential at t 2 Œa;b and
f 0.t/D

min

d
dt
f L.t/;
d
dt
f U .t/

;max

d
dt
f L.t/;
d
dt
f U .t/

; 8t 2 Œa;b:
Theorem 2 ([32, 41]). Let f W Œa;b! R.I / be gH-differentiable on Œa;b. Then
for all C 2 R.I / and for all  2 R, the interval-valued functions f CC , f 	gH C
and f are gH-differentiable on Œa;b, where .f CC/0 D f 0, .f 	gH C/0 D f 0,
.f /0 D f 0.
Definition 5 ([28]). Let f W Œa;b! R.I / be an interval-valued function. f
is called a simple interval-valued function, if it is constant on each sets of Ik 
Œa;b; k D 1;2;    ;m; which produce a finite system of pair wise disjoint, Lebesgue
measurable sets covering Œa;b.
Definition 6 ([28]). Let f W Œa;b! R.I / be an interval-valued function. f is
said to be measurable if there exists a sequence fn W Œa;b!R.I / of simple interval-
valued functions which satisfies
lim
n!1H .fn.t/;f .t//D 0; for a.e. t 2 Œa;b:
Definition 7 ([28]). Let f W Œa;b! R.I / be an interval-valued function such
that f .t/ D Œf L.t/;f U .t/. Also, both f L and f U are measurable and Lebesgue
integrable on Œa;b. Then, we defined the Lebesgue integral of f by
R b
a f .s/ds, i.e.Z b
a
f .s/ds WD
Z b
a
f L.s/ds;
Z b
a
f U .s/ds

:
Remark 3. limn!1H .fn.t/;f .t//D 0 if and only if limn!1 jf Ln .t/ f L.t/j D
0 and limn!1 jf Un .t/ f U .t/j D 0. Then it can be easily get that an interval-valued
function f is measurable on Œa;b if and only if f L and f U are measurable on Œa;b.
Moreover, f is Lebesgue integrable on Œa;b if and only if f is measurable and real
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function kf .t/k is Lebesgue integrable on Œa;b (those results have been obtained by
[5, 28]).
Definition 8 ([28]). Let f W Œa;b!R.I / be an interval-valued function. f is said
to be absolutely continuous, if for each  > 0, there exists ı > 0 such that for each
family f.sk; tk/  Œa;bI k D 1;2; : : : ;ng of disjoint open intervals with
Pn
kD1.tk  
sk/ < ı, we have
nX
kD1
H .f .sk/;f .tk// < :
Let AC.Œa;bIR.I // denote the set of all absolutely continuous interval-valued
functions from Œa;b into R.I /. The following theorem gives us a necessary and
sufficient condition for absolutely continuous interval-valued functions.
Proposition 2 ([4, 28, 32, 41]). An interval-valued function f W Œa;b! R.I / is
absolutely continuous if and only if f L and f U are both absolutely continuous.
It follows well-known result (see Corollary 7.23 of [43]) that if  W Œa;b! R is
an absolutely continuous function, then d
dt
.t/ exists a.e. t 2 Œa;b. Therefore, we
have the following theorem.
Theorem 3 ([5, 28]). If f 2 AC.Œa;bIR.I //, then f is gH-difference a.e. t 2
Œa;b and f 0 2 L1.Œa;bIR.I //.
3. FRACTIONAL CALCULUS FOR INTERVAL-VALUED FUNCTIONS AND PARTIAL
ORDER RELATIONSHIP
In this section, we will discuss the properties of fractional calculus for interval-
valued functions. J will be denoted as J DW Œ0;T .
Definition 9 ([14, 39]). Let  2 L1.J IR/. The Riemann-Liouville fractional in-
tegral of order ˛ > 0 for  is defined by (provided it exists)
I˛t .t/D
1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1.s/ds; t 2 J;
where   is the well-known Gamma function.
In this paper, we denote I 0t .t/D .t/ apparently.
Definition 10 ([14, 39]). Let  2 L1.J;R/. The Riemann-Liouville derivative of
order ˛ 2 .0;1 for  is defined (provided exists)
LD˛t .t/D
d
dt
I 1 ˛t .t/; a.e. t 2 J;
thus is,
LD˛t .t/D
1
  .1 ˛/
d
dt
Z t
0
.t   s/ ˛.s/ds; a.e. t 2 J:
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Definition 11 ([14, 39]). Let  2 L1.J;R/ be such that LD˛t .t/ exists for a.e.
t 2 J . The Caputo fractional derivative of order ˛ 2 .0;1 for  is defined as (provided
exists)
CD˛t .t/D LD˛t Œ.t/ .0/; a.e. t 2 J;
thus is,
CD˛t .t/D
1
  .1 ˛/
d
dt
Z t
0
.t   s/ ˛Œ.s/ .0/ds; a.e. t 2 J:
Remark 4. In particular, when ˛ D 1 and  2 AC.J IR/, then it has
LD1t .t/D
d
dt
.t/; a.e. t 2 J:
In the sequel, we denote Lp.J IR.I // the set of all interval-valued functions f W
J ! R.I / such that the real function t 7! kf .t/k belongs to LP .J IR/. In fact, we
readily get from [17] that Lp.J IR.I // is a complete metric space with respect to the
metricHp defined byHp.f;g/ WD kf 	gH gkp for any f;g 2 Lp.J IR.I //, where
kf kp WD
8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
R T
0 kf .t/kpdt
 1
p
; if 1 p <1;
ess sup
t2J
kf .t/k; if p D1:
Now, the definition of Riemann-Liouville fractional integral for the interval-valued
functions will be given.
Definition 12 ([28]). Let f 2 L1.J IR.I // be an interval-valued function such
that f .t/D Œf L.t/;f U .t/ and ˛ > 0. The interval-valued Riemann-Liouville frac-
tional integral of order ˛ for f is defined by (provided it exists)
I˛t f .t/ WD
1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s/ds; t 2 J;
that is,
I˛t f .t/ WD ŒI˛t f L.t/;I˛t f U .t/; t 2 J;
Remark 5. In fact, operator I˛t has good properties, such as (more details ones can
refer to c.f. [28]) if f;g 2 Lp.J IR.I // and ˛;ˇ > 0
(i) w.I˛t f .t//D I˛t w.f .t// (see [28, Reamrk 5]);
(ii) I˛t .I
ˇ
t f .t//D I˛Cˇt f .t/ (see [28, Reamrk 5]);
(iii) I˛t cf .t//D cI˛t f .t/ for every c 2 Œ0;1/ (see [28, Reamrk 5]);
(iv) I˛t .f Cg/.t//D I˛t f .t/CI˛t g.t/ (see [28, Reamrk 5]);
(v) I˛t .f 	gH g/.t// I˛t f .t/	gH I˛t g.t/ (see [28, Theorem 1]);
(vi) I˛t .f 	gH g/.t// D I˛t f .t/	gH I˛t g.t/, if w.f .t// w.g.t// has a con-
stant sign on J (see [28, Theorem 1]).
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Definition 13 ([28]). Let f 2 L1.J IR.I // be an interval-valued function such
that f .t/D Œf L.t/;f U .t/ and 0 < ˛  1. The interval-valued Riemann-Liouville
fractional derivative (or Riemann-Liouville gH-fractional derivative) of order ˛ is
defined by (provided it exists)
LD˛t f .t/.t/ WD .I1 ˛t f .t//0; a.e. t 2 J;
thus is,
LD˛t f .t/D
1
  .1 ˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/ ˛f .s/ds
0
; a.e. t 2 J:
Remark 6. In this paper, we denote f1 ˛.t/ WD I1 ˛t f .t/
f1 ˛.t/D 1
  .1 ˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/ ˛f .s/ds; for all t 2 J:
Hence, it knows from [28] that if f 2C.J IR.I //, then f1 ˛ is absolutely continuous
and
(i) if either f isw-increasing on J or f isw-decreasing and f1 ˛ isw-increasing
on J then
LD˛t f .t/D ŒLD˛t f L.t/;LD˛t f U .t/; for a.e. t 2 J I (3.1)
(ii) if f1 ˛ is w-decreasing on J then
LD˛t f .t/D ŒLD˛t f U .t/;LD˛t f L.t/; for a.e. t 2 J: (3.2)
Definition 14 ([28]). Let f 2 L1.J IR.I // be an interval-valued function such
that f .t/D Œf L.t/;f U .t/ and the Riemann-Liouville gH-fractional derivative LD˛t f .t/,
˛ 2 .0;1, exists a.e. t 2 J . The interval-valued Caputo fractional derivative (or Cap-
uto gH-fractional derivative) of order ˛ 2 .0;1 is defined by (provided it exists)
CD˛t f .t/ WD LD˛t Œf .t/	gH f .0/; a.e. t 2 J:
Next, the following partial ordering LU will be introduced (see, Inuiguchi and
Kume in [11]; Wu in [44, 45]).
Definition 15 ([11, 44, 45]). Let AD ŒaL;aU , B D ŒbL;bU  be two closed inter-
vals and f;g 2 C.J IR.I // be two interval-valued functions.
(i) We say ALU B if and only if
aL  bL and aU  bU :
Also It can be written as ALU B if and only if
ALU B and A¤ B;
thus is,
aL < bL; aU < bU I
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or ;aL  bL; aU < bU I
or ;aL < bL; aU  bU :
(ii) We say that f LU g if and only if
f .t/LU g.t/; 8t 2 J:
In the sequel, A LU B also means B LU A. In fact, by the definition of LU ,
the following lemmas can be obtain
Lemma 1. Let A;B;C;D 2R.I / and t 2 R. Then, it has
(i) AD B if and only if ALU B and B LU A;
(ii) if ALU B , then ACC LU BCC ;
(iii) if ALU B and C LU D, then ACC LU BCD;
(iv) if ALU B and t  0, then tALU tB .
Lemma 2. Let f;g 2C.J;R.I // be two interval-valued functions with f LU g,
i.e., f .t/LU g.t/ for each t 2 J . Then, for each ˛ 2 .0;1 we get
I˛t f .t/LU I˛t g.t/; for any t 2 J: (3.3)
Proof. By the definition of I˛t , it has
I˛t f .t/D
1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s/ds D 1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f L.s/ds;
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f U .s/ds

;
I˛t g.t/D
1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1g.s/ds D 1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1gL.s/ds;
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1gU .s/ds

:
Because of f L.t/ gL.t/, f U .t/ gU .t/ for all t 2 J and .t   s/˛ 1 > 0, which
can easily has .t   s/˛ 1f L.t/  .t   s/˛ 1gL.t/ and .t   s/˛ 1f U .t/ 
.t   s/˛ 1gU .t/, henceZ t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f L.s/ds 
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1gL.s/ds;Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f U .s/ds 
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1gU .s/ds:
thus is
R t
0 .t   s/˛ 1f .s/ds LU
R t
0 .t   s/˛ 1g.s/ds. Besides, it is immediate from
item (iv) of Lemma 1 that for each ˛ 2 .0;1 it concludes I˛t f .t/LU I˛t g.t/; 8t 2
J . 
Lemma 3. Let f;g 2 C.J IR.I // be two interval-valued functions with f LU g
and A 2R.I /. Then, for every ˛ 2 .0;1 the following results hold:
A	 . 1/ I˛t f .t/LU A	 . 1/ I˛t g.t/; 8t 2 J;
providing A	 . 1/ I˛t f .t/ and A	 . 1/ I˛t g.t/ are well-defined for each t 2 J .
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Proof. For each ˛ 2 .0;1, which has
I˛t f .t/D ŒI˛t f L.t/;I˛t f U .t/;
I˛t g.t/D ŒI˛t gL.t/;I˛t gU .t/:
By the assumptions and Lemma 2, which deduce
I˛t f .t/LU I˛t g.t/;
i.e., for every ˛ 2 .0;1,
I˛t f
L.t/ I˛t gL.t/ and I˛t f U .t/ I˛t gU .t/; 8t 2 J: (3.4)
By the definition of Hukuhara difference, we obtain
A	 . 1/ I˛t f .t/D ŒaLCI˛t f U .t/;aU CI˛t f L.t/;
A	 . 1/ I˛t g.t/D ŒaLCI˛t gU .t/;aU CI˛t gL.t/;
It follows from (3.4) that
aLCI˛t f U .t/ aLCI˛t gU .t/ and
aU CI˛t f L.t/ aU CI˛t gL.t/:
Which means that for each ˛ 2 .0;1 it hasA	. 1/ I˛t f .t/LU A	. 1/ I˛t g.t/,
8t 2 J . 
Lemma 4. Let ffng  C.J IR.I // and g 2 C.J IR.I //. Assuming that ffng sat-
isfies
fn LU g; 8n 2N;
and fn.t/ converges to f .t/ in R.I / for each t 2 J , then which has f LU g.
Proof. For each n 2N, because of fn LU g then for all t 2 J we have
fn.t/LU g.t/;
thus is
f Ln .t/ gL.t/ and f Un .t/ gU .t/:
Due to for all t 2 J , fn.t/! f .t/ in R.I / as n!1, this implies
lim
n!1H .fn.t/;f .t//D limn!1maxfjf
L
n .t/ f L.t/j; jf Un .t/ f U .t/jg D 0:
Thereby, it can easily get for each t 2 J , f Ln .t/! f L.t/ and f Un .t/! f U .t/ in R
as n!1. Hence, for any t 2 J we obtain
f L.t/D lim
n!1f
L
n .t/ gL.t/;
f U .t/D lim
n!1f
U
n .t/ gU .t/:
That means f LU g. 
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Now the concept of monotone sequences will be introduced.
Definition 16. Let ffng be an interval-valued functions sequence. The sequence
ffng is said to be
(i) nondecreasing sequence iff,
fn LU fm; for any m nI
(ii) nonincreasing sequence iff,
fm LU fn; for any m nI
(iii) monotone sequence it is nondecreasing sequence or nonincreasing sequence.
Lemma 5. Let ffng  C.J IR.I // be a monotone sequence. If it has a sub-
sequence which convergent to f 2 C.J IR.I //, then ffng converges to f in
C.J IR.I // and
fn LU f if ffng is nondecreasing;
f LU fn if ffng is nonincreasing:
Proof. According to the hypothesises, assuming that there is a subsequence ffnkg
of ffng convergent to f . Then, for any  > 0 there exists a k0 2N such that
kfn f kC D sup
t2J
H .fnk .t/;f .t// < ; 8k  k0: (3.5)
Because ffng is monotone. Hence, real valued function sequences ff Ln .t/g and
ff Un .t/g have the same monotonicity in R. However, using the condition of (3.5),
we know that for each t 2 J
f Lnk .t/! f L.t/ in R;
f Unk .t/! f U .t/ in R:
Which means that f L.t/ and f U .t/ are supremum of ff Ln .t/g and ff Un .t/g, re-
spectively, provided ffng is nondecreasing; however if ffng is nonincreasing then
f L.t/ and f U .t/ are both infremum of ff Ln .t/g and ff Un .t/g (depending on the
nondecreasing or nonincreasing character of the sequence, see [43]). Besides, for
any n 2N we can find k 2N such that nk > n, f Lnk .t/ 2 ff Lnk .t/g and f Unk .t/ 2
ff Unk .t/g satisfied
f Ln .t/ f Lnk  f L.t/ and f Un .t/ f Unk  f U .t/ if ffng is nondecreasing;
f Ln .t/ f Lnk  f L.t/ and f Un .t/ f Unk  f U .t/ if ffng is nonincreasing:
That implies for each n 2N
fn LU f if ffng is nondecreasing;
f LU fn if ffng is nonincreasing:
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On the other hand, for each m 2N such that m> nk0 (see (3.5)) we have
fnk0 LU fm LU f if ffng is nondecreasing;
f LU fm LU fnk0 if ffng is nonincreasing:
So, it follows from (3.5) that
kfm f kC D sup
t2J
H .fm.t/;f .t// sup
t2J
H .fnk0 .t/;f .t// < :
This concludes that ffng converges to f in C.J IR.I //. 
4. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we shall investigate the existence of solutions for (IVCFDE) (1.1).
To do so, the existence of solutions for interval-valued fractional integral equation
(IVFIE, for short) will be considered firstly
x.t/	gH x0 D I˛t f .t;x.t//; t 2 J; (4.1)
by method of upper and lower solutions.
Remark 7. Indeed, if x 2C.J IR.I // is such thatw.x.t//w.x.0// for all t 2 J ,
then (4.1) becomes the type I as
x.t/D x0C 1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;x.s//ds; t 2 J: (4.2)
However, when x 2 C.J IR.I // satisfies w.x.t//w.x.0// for all t 2 J , then (4.1)
can be written type II by
x.t/D x0	 . 1/  1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;x.s//ds; t 2 J: (4.3)
In particularly, if x 2 C.J IR.I // is w-increasing then (4.1) can be written as (4.2).
On the other hand, (4.1) also can be written as (4.3), when x 2 C.J IR.I // is w-
decreasing.
Now the definition of upper and lower solutions for problem (4.1) will be given,
which plays an essential role in this paper.
Definition 17. Let .x1;x1/2C.J IR.I //C.J IR.I // and .x2;x2/2C.J IR.I //
C.J IR.I // be two pair given functions. It says that
(i) x1 and x1 are upper and lower solutions of the type I for problem (4.1),
respectively, if
x1.t/LU x0C 1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;x1.s//ds; t 2 J;
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and
x1.t/LU x0C
1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;x1.s//ds; t 2 J;
(ii) x2 and x2 are upper and lower solutions of the type II for problem (4.1),
respectively, if
x2.t/LU x0	 . 1/  1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;x2.s//ds; t 2 J;
and
x2.t/LU x0	 . 1/ 
1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;x2.s//ds; t 2 J;
providing x0	 . 1/  1  .˛/
R t
0 .t   s/˛ 1f .s;x2.s//ds and x0	 . 1/  1  .˛/R t
0 .t   s/˛ 1f .s;x2.s//ds are well-defined for each t 2 J .
Definition 18. Let .x1;x1/ and .x2;x2/ be a pair of upper and lower solutions of
the type I and type II for problem (4.1), respectively. The admissible sets U1 and U2
of solutions for problem (4.1) governed by .x1;x1/ and .x2;x2/ respectively, which
are defined as
U1 WD

x 2 C.J IR.I // W x1 LU x LU x1 and x is a type I solution of (4.1)

;
U2 WD

x 2 C.J IR.I // W x2 LU x LU x2 and x is a type II solution of (4.1)

:
Based on the partial ordering LU , we now consider the concepts of maximal and
minimal solutions in admissible sets U1 and U2.
Definition 19. Let admissible setsU1 andU2 be governed by .x1;x1/ and .x2;x2/,
respectively. It says that
(i) x W J ! R.I / is a solution of (4.1) depended on .x1;x1/ or .x2;x2/, if
x 2 U1[U2;
(ii) xM 2 U1 (resp. U2) is a maximal solution of problem (4.1) in U1 (resp. U2),
if
x LU xM ; for each x 2 U1 (resp. U2)I
(iii) xL 2 U1 (resp. U2) is a minimal solution of problem (4.1) in U1 (resp. U2),
if
xL LU x; for each x 2 U1 (resp. U2):
Then, we illustrate the existence of solutions for (4.1) delimited by a pair of upper
and lower solutions.
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Theorem 4. Let f 2 C.J R.I /IR.I // be given. Assuming that one of the fol-
lowing conditions holds:
.A1/ There exists a pair of upper and lower solutions .x1;x1/ of type I for problem
(4.1) such that
x1 LU x1;
and f .t; / W Œmint2J xL1 .t/;maxt2J xU1 .t/! R.I / is nondecreasing for all
t 2 J , i.e. for any A;B 2R.I / with ALU B then f .t;A/LU f .t;B/ for
all t 2 J .
.A2/ There exists a pair of upper and lower solutions .x2;x2/ of type II for prob-
lem (4.1) such that
x2 LU x2;
which is also the sequences satisfied(
y0 D x2;
ynC1 D x0	 . 1/  1  .˛/
R t
0 .t   s/˛ 1f .s;yn.s//ds; t 2 J; nD 0;1;2;    ;
and(
´0 D x2;
´nC1 D x0	 . 1/  1  .˛/
R t
0 .t   s/˛ 1f .s;´n.s//ds; t 2 J; nD 0;1;2;    ;
They are well-defined, for all t 2 J , and f .t; / W Œmint2J xL2 .t/;maxt2J xU2 .t/!
R.I / is nondecreasing for all t 2 J .
Then there exist maximal and minimal solutions xM ;xL 2 U1 in the case .A1/ (or
xM ;xL 2 U2 in the case .A2/) satisfied for (4.1).
Proof. For one thing, we assume that .A1/ satisfied, then construct the sequence
fyng1nD0 as follows
y0 D x1;
ynC1.t/D x0C 1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;yn.s//ds; 8t 2 J and nD 0;1;2;    :
For another, constructing another sequence f´ng1nD0 also as
´0 D x1;
´nC1.t/D x0C 1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;´n.s//ds; 8t 2 J and nD 1;2;    :
Then, we have the next claims.
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Claim 1. The sequences fyng1nD0 and f´ng1nD0 are both satisfied the following
relationship
x1 D y0 LU y1 LU    LU yn LU    LU ´n LU    LU ´1 LU ´0 D x1:
(4.4)
To do so, we start with proving that fyng1nD0 is nondecreasing sequence and satis-
fies
yn LU ´0; nD 0;1;    :
By .A1/, it has x1D y0 LU ´0D x1. However, for nD 0, since y0D x1 is a lower
solution of type I for problem (4.1) then
y1.t/D x0C 1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;y0.s//ds LU y0; 8t 2 J:
On the other hand, because f .t; / W Œmint2J xL1 .t/;maxt2J xU1 .t/! R.I / is non-
decreasing for each t 2 J , then we readily get
f .s;y0.s//LU f .s;´0.s//; 8s 2 Œ0; t ; t 2 J:
It is of course immediate from Lemma 2 and (ii) of Lemma 1 that
y1.t/
D x0C 1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;y0.s//ds
LU x0C 1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;´0.s//ds
LU ´0.t/; 8t 2 J:
That implies y0 LU y1 LU ´0. Now, applying the inductive method
yn 1 LU yn LU ´0: (4.5)
Hence, obtain that for each t 2 J
yn.t/D x0C 1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;yn 1.s//ds;
ynC1.t/D x0C 1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;yn.s//ds:
Due to the nondecreasing property of f and yn 1 LU yn, then we apply Lemma 1
and Lemma 2 again to obtain by (4.5)
yn LU ynC1 LU ´0:
By the same arguments, one implies that y0 LU ´nC1 LU ´n LU ´0, for each
nD 0;1;2;    .
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To finish the proof of this claim, we need to show yn LU ´n, for all n 2 N.
The induction can also be used to prove this conclusion. When nD 0, it is obvious
x1 D y0 LU ´0 D x1 thanks to .A1/. So, assuming that
yn LU ´n: (4.6)
Then, by the definitions of ynC1 and ´nC1, It has
ynC1.t/D x0C 1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;yn.s//ds;
´nC1.t/D x0C 1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;´n.s//ds:
Similarly, we obtain
ynC1 LU ´nC1;
because f is nondecreasing with respect to the second variable and (4.6). Con-
sequently, the proof of claim finished.
Claim 2. fyng and f´ng are relatively compact in C.J IR.I //.
By Claim 1 and the continuity of f , we know that fyn.t/g and f´n.t/g are both
bounded in R.I / for each t 2 J . Then, it deduces that there exists a constantMf > 0
such that for each n 2N and t 2 J
H .f .t;yn.t//;f0g/Mf ; H .f .t;´n.t//;f0g/Mf :
For each n 2N and 8t 2 J , we have the following estimate
H .ynC1.t/;x0/DH

x0C 1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;yn.s//ds;x0

DH

1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;yn.s//ds;f0g

 1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1H .f .s;yn.s//;f0g/ds
 Mf
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1ds  Mf T
˛
  .˛C1/ :
which means that fyng is uniformly bounded. In addition, for any t1; t2 2 J , without
loss of generality we assume t1  t2, then calculate
H .ynC1.t1/;ynC1.t2//
DH

x0C 1
  .˛/
Z t1
0
.t1  s/˛ 1f .s;yn.s//ds;x0 (4.7)
C 1
  .˛/
Z t2
0
.t2  s/˛ 1f .s;yn.s//ds

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DH

1
  .˛/
Z t1
0
.t1  s/˛ 1f .s;yn.s//ds; 1
  .˛/
Z t2
0
.t2  s/˛ 1f .s;yn.s//ds

D 1
  .˛/
H
Z t1
0
.t1  s/˛ 1f .s;yn.s//ds;
Z t2
0
.t2  s/˛ 1f .s;yn.s//ds

D 1
  .˛/
max
ˇˇˇˇZ t2
0
.t2  s/˛ 1f L.s;yn.s//ds 
Z t1
0
.t1  s/˛ 1f L.s;yn.s//ds
ˇˇˇˇ
;ˇˇˇˇ Z t2
0
.t2  s/˛ 1f U .s;yn.s//ds 
Z t1
0
.t1  s/˛ 1f U .s;yn.s//ds
ˇˇˇˇ
 Mf
  .˛/
Z t1
0
Œ.t1  s/˛ 1  .t2  s/˛ 1dsC
Z t2
t1
.t2  s/˛ 1ds

D Mf
  .˛C1/

t˛1   t˛2 C2.t2  t1/˛

! 0; as jt1  t2j ! 0:
This means that fyng is equicontinuous in C.J IR.I //. Therefore, utilizing Arzela-
Ascoli Theorem (see [46]) it concludes that fyng is relatively compact in C.J IR.I //.
Similarly, we can also get that f´ng is relatively compact in C.J IR.I //.
By virtue of Claim 1 and Claim 2, it knows that fyng and f´ng are monotone and
relatively compact. Thereby, applying Lemma 5 that fyng and f´ng are two Cauchy
sequences, i.e., there exists continuous functions xL and xM such that fyng and f´ng
converge uniformly to xL and xM in C.J IR.I //, respectively. Hence, we readily
obtain for each t 2 J
xL.t/D x0C 1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;xL.s//ds;
xM .t/D x0C 1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;xM .s//ds:
Also, according to Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, it has x1 LU xL LU xM LU x1,
i.e., xL;xM 2 U1. Furthermore, we get that xL and xM are minimal and maximal
solutions in U1, respectively. Assuming that x 2 U1 then, it has
x1 LU x LU x1:
Since f is nondecreasing, then using the similar methods, we obtain y1 LU
x LU ´1. So, that inducts
x1 LU yn LU x LU ´n LU x1; for each n 2N: (4.8)
Taking limits as n!1 into (4.8), one yields
x1 LU xL LU x LU xM LU x1:
That finishes the proof, when .A1/ is satisfied.
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However, if .A2/ holds. Then, it can also be written as y0 D x2, ´0 D x2 and then
construct sequences fyng and f´ng as follows
ynC1.t/D x0	 . 1/  1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;yn.s//ds;
´nC1.t/D x0	 . 1/  1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;´n.s//ds:
By the same arguments of the previous part, we assert that
x2 D y0 LU y1 LU    LU yn LU    LU ´n LU    LU ´1 LU ´0 D x2:
Following the same trend above in addition to Lemma 3 to prove the theorem. 
Theorem 5. Let f W J R.I /! R.I / be a continuous interval-valued function.
Then aw-monotone interval-valued function x 2C.J IR.I // is a solution of (IVFIE)
(4.1) then it also satisfies (IVCFDE) (1.1).
Proof. Let x 2C.J IR.I // be a w-monotone solution of (IVFIE) (4.1), then it can
be written as
x.t/	gH x0 D I˛t f .t;x.t//; 8t 2 J:
By the continuity of f , we easily get that f L.t;x.t// and f U .t;x.t// are both
continuous. Then, t 7! I˛t f L.t;x.t// and t 7! I˛t f U .t;x.t// are absolutely con-
tinuous on J , i.e., I˛t f .t/ is absolutely continuous by Proposition 2. Hence, it
has x.0/	gH x0 D 0, thus is x.0/ D x0. Since x is w-monotone on J then it
follows from [7, Lemma 1] that x.t/	gH x0 is w-increasing on J . Therefore
t 7! I˛t f .t;x.t// is also w-increasing and
I˛t f .t;x.t//D ŒI˛t f L.t;x.t//;I˛t f U .t;x.t//; 8t 2 J:
Hence,
CD˛t I
˛
t f .t;x.t//D LD˛t ŒI˛t f .t;x.t//	gH .I˛t f .t;x.t//jtD0/
D LD˛t ŒI˛t f .t;x.t//	gH f0g
D LD˛t I˛t f .t;x.t//
D LD˛t ŒI˛t f L.t;x.t//;I˛t f U .t;x.t//
D d
dt
I1 ˛t ŒI˛t f L.t;x.t//;I˛t f U .t;x.t//
D d
dt
ŒI 1 ˛t I˛t f L.t;x.t//;I 1 ˛t I˛t f U .t;x.t//
D d
dt
Z t
0
f L.s;x.s//ds;
Z t
0
f U .s;x.s//ds

D Œf L.t;x.t//;f U .t;x.t//
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D f .t;x.t// for a.e. t 2 J: (4.9)
On the other hand, applying Theorem 2 it directly obtains that
CD˛t Œx.t/	gH x0
D LD˛t Œ.x.t/	gH x0/	gH .x.t/	gH x0jtD0/
D LD˛t Œ.x.t/	gH x0/	gH f0g
D LD˛t Œx.t/	gH x0
D LD˛t Œx.t/	gH x.0/
D CD˛t x.t/; for a.e. t 2 J: (4.10)
Combining (4.9) with (4.10) it concludes
CD˛t x.t/D f .t;x.t//; for a.e. t 2 J;
x.0/D x0:
This means that x 2 C.J IR.I // is a solution of (IVCFDE) (1.1). 
Now, we denote U as the solution set of (IVCFDE) (1.1).
Theorem 6. Assuming that the same hypothesises as in Theorem 4 hold. If, in
addition, t 7! I˛t f .t;x.t// is w-increasing, for each x1 LU x LU x1 (or x2 LU
x LU x2). Then, it has U1  U (or U2  U ), thus is (IVCFDE) (1.1) has at least
one w-monotone solution.
Proof. By the assumptions, if .A1/ is satisfied, then we know that U1 ¤ ¿. For
any x 2 U1, thus is
x.t/D x0C 1
  .˛/
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1f .s;x.s//ds; 8t 2 J:
Hence, it calculate
w.x.t//D w.x0/Cw.I˛t f .t;x.t///:
Therefore, x is w-increasing, because t 7! I˛t f .t;x.t// is w-increasing, for each
x1 LU x LU x1. Consequently, applying Theorem 5 we conclude that x is also a
solution of (IVCFDE) (1.1). This means U1  U .
Similarly, when .A2/ holds, we also get that for each x 2 U2, x is w-decreasing.
So, applying Theorem 5 again, it implies U2  U . 
5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we mainly use foregoing analysis to present some simple examples
to solve the interval-valued Caputo fractional differential equation.
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Example 1. Consider the following interval-valued Caputo fractional differential
equation(
CD
1
2
t x.t/D Œ 83p t
3
2   t2CxL.t/; 2p

t
1
2   t  1CxU .t/; t 2 Œ0; 1
2
;
x.0/D Œ0;1:
(5.1)
Proof. Denote f .t;x.t// D Œ 8
3
p

t
3
2   t2C xL.t/; 2p

t
1
2   t   1C xU .t/; t 2
Œ0; 1
2
. In this probelm, we just discuss
x.t/D x0CI
1
2
t Œ
8
3
p

t
3
2   t2CxL.t/; 2p

t
1
2   t  1CxU .t/; t 2 Œ0; 1
2
: (5.2)
Let x1 D Œ0;1, x1 D Œt2C t3;1C tC t2 and
B1 D

min
t2Œ0;0:5
xL1 .t/; max
t2Œ0;0:5
xU1 .t/

D

0;
7
4

:
By the form of f , we readily get f is continuous and nondecreasing in B1 with
respect to the second variable. Also, x1 LU x1, this means that all conditions of
.A1/ in Theorem 4 are satisfied. So, it constructs the sequences fyng and f´ng as
follows
y0 D x1;
ynC1 D x0C 1
  .1
2
/
Z t
0
.t   s/  12f .s;yn.s//ds;
and
´0 D x1;
´nC1 D x0C 1
  .1
2
/
Z t
0
.t   s/  12f .s;´n.s//ds:
By Theorem 4, it knows that yn ! xL in C.Œ0;0:5IR.I // and ´n ! xM in
C.Œ0;0:5IR.I //. In fact, may calculate that
xL.t/D xM .t/D x.t/D Œt2;1C t ; t 2 Œ0;0:5:
However, w.x.t// D 1C t   t2 is w-increasing on Œ0;0:5 then by Theorem 5, we
conclude that x is a solution of (5.1). Moreover, by applying the numerical scheme
described in the previous processes, we obtain Fig. 1 and Table 1. 
Example 2. Consider the following interval-valued Caputo fractional differential
equation (
CD
1
2
t x.t/D Œ 83p t
3
2   tCxL.t/; 2p

t
1
2   t2 1CxU .t/;
x.0/D Œ0;1:
(5.3)
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FIGURE 1. A plot of yk and ´k; k D 0;1;2;3;4;10, for Example 1
TABLE 1. Error Analysis
Absolute Error
Iterations
nD 5 nD 10 nD 15 nD 20
supt2Œ0;0:5 jyLn .t/ xL.t/j 2:6010 3 5:9010 6 5:3810 9 2:5210 12
supt2Œ0;0:5 jyUn .t/ xU .t/j 1:0410 2 3:8410 5 4:8410 8 2:9010 11
supt2Œ0;0:5 j´Ln .t/ xL.t/j 3:9110 4 5:9010 7 4:0410 10 1:5110 13
supt2Œ0;0:5 j´Un .t/ xU .t/j 7:3610 3 1:6710 5 1:5210 8 7:1410 12
Proof. Let f .t;x.t// WD Œ 8
3
p

t
3
2  tCxL.t/; 2p

t
1
2  t2 1CxU .t/; t 2 Œ0; 1
2
; t 2
Œ0;0:5: For problem (5.3), we just discuss
x.t/D x0	 . 1/
  .1
2
/
Z t
0
.t   s/  12f .s;x.s//ds; t 2 Œ0;0:5: (5.4)
Consider the upper and lower solutions of (5.4) as
x2.t/D Œ0;1;
x2.t/D ŒtC t2;1C t2C t3:
We may verify that all condition of .A2/ in Theorem 4 also hold. Consequently, it
constructs the sequences fyng and f´ng as follows
ynC1.t/D x0	 . 1/  1
  .1
2
/
Z t
0
.t   s/  12f .s;yn.s//ds;
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´nC1.t/D x0	 . 1/  1
  .1
2
/
Z t
0
.t   s/  12f .s;´n.s//ds:
It directly calculate that yn! Œt; t2C 1 and ´n! Œt; t2C 1. So, x.t/D Œt; t2C 1
is a solution of (5.4). Besides, w.x.t//D 1C t2  t is w-decreasing, then applying
Theorem 5 again to obtain that x is also a solution of (5.3). In addition, we also
obtain Fig. 2 and Table 2. 
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FIGURE 2. A plot of yk and ´k; k D 0;1;2;3;4;10, for Example 2
TABLE 2. Error Analysis
Absolute Error
Iterations
nD 5 nD 10 nD 15 nD 20
supt2Œ0;0:5 jyLn .t/ xL.t/j 1:0410 2 3:8410 5 2:1510 8 2:9010 11
supt2Œ0;0:5 jyUn .t/ xU .t/j 1:0410 2 2:3610 5 4:8210 8 1:0110 11
supt2Œ0;0:5 j´Ln .t/ xL.t/j 3:1310 3 1:1810 5 3:2310 9 5:0510 12
supt2Œ0;0:5 j´Un .t/ xU .t/j 2:6010 3 2:3610 6 5:3810 9 6:0610 13
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